
 

Press Dossier 
 

Through objects from major anthropological collecti ons and works by 
contemporary artists, this new exhibition at CaixaF orum Madrid explores 
the concept of disorder  
 

Masters of Chaos: 
Artists and Shamans 

 

What is chaos? Why does it occupy such an important  place in the history of 
humanity? Masters of Chaos: Artists and Shamans seeks to provide an 
answer to both of these questions by exploring how the struggle between 
order and chaos has become an essential reference p oint in many cultures. 
The show is conceived as a journey of discovery tha t leads us from the 
sacred to the profane. Revolving around three main themes – chaos in the 
world, mastering chaos, and catharsis – the exhibit ion presents myths that 
illustrate the tension between order and disorder, and the rituals practised to 
keep chaos in check. It also focuses on the interce ssors who protect people 
from the misfortunes and misery caused by the world ’s imperfection. They 
are the “masters of chaos”. CaixaForum Madrid is th e only centre in Spain 
that will host this travelling show, conceived and produced by the Musée du 
quai Branly, Paris, and organised by ”la Caixa” Fou ndation in cooperation 
with the Kunst-und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepu blik Deutschland 
(Bonn, Germany). Masters of Chaos  features more than 220 pieces, including 
objects, costumes and representations from major an thropological and 
ethnographic collections, as well as works by conte mporary artists such as 
Annette Messager, Thomas Hirschhorn and Jean-Michel  Basquiat which 
show that ancestral chaos, a reflection of the huma n unconscious, remains 
with us even today. 
 

 
Masters of Chaos: Artists and Shamans . Conceived and produced by : Musée du 
quai Branly, Paris. Organised by : ”la Caixa” Foundation in cooperation with the Kunst-
und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Bonn, Germany). Curator : 
Jean de Loisy, president of the Palais de Tokyo, Paris, with the assistance of Sandra 
Adam Couralet. Assistant curator:  Nanette Jacomijn Snoep, head of the Heritage Unit 
of the History Collections at the Musée du Quai Branly. Dates : 6 February - 19 May 
2013. Place : CaixaForum Madrid (Paseo del Prado, 36). 
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Madrid, 5 February 2012. This evening, Luís Reverter, Secretary General of 
”la Caixa” Foundation, and Jean de Loisy, President of the Palais de Tokyo 
(Paris), will preside over the inauguration of Masters of Chaos: Artists and 
Shamans, a major exhibition that shows how people around the world have 
sought ways of coping with disorder. 
 
The exhibition, organised and produced by ”la Caixa” Foundation, should be 
seen in the frame of the organisation’s long-standing mission of increasing the 
capacity to generate knowledge and awareness about art from all periods and 
movements and to show audiences the diverse ways in which men and women 
in different places and at different times have attempted to resolve the great 
universal questions.  
 
In pursuit of these goals, then, this new exhibition, which is presented in Spain 
only at CaixaForum Madrid as part of an international tour, revolves around the 
idea of chaos from ancient times to the present day, showing the place it 
occupies in many cultures and how figures of disorder can be found in the 
pantheon of our beliefs and customs (deities, shamans, bacchanalia, carnivals 
and so on). A journey of discovery, the exhibition invites visitors to experience 
the unease provoked by the world’s disorder, to be unsettled by objects and 
behaviours, and to regain a sense of balance through spells and rituals.  
 
Many are the traditions that reflect the inevitable and interminable struggle 
between order and chaos and show that the tension between these two forces 
is indispensable to the balance and continuity of the universe.  
 
The different exhibition sections present the myths that explain all this and the 
rites that are practised in response to it, leading us from the sacred to the 
profane. Existing parallel to rites of a religious and sacred nature, festivities are 
another, more profane means of releasing transgressive impulses through the 
phenomenon of catharsis. Bacchanalia, carnivals and witches’ covens are 
occasions for social role-reversal, when mockery and laughter form the profane 
response to the established order.  
 
More than 220 works – objects, costumes and representations from major 
anthropological and ethnographic collections – will be shown alongside pieces 
and installations by contemporary artists. The presence of these recent works 
clearly shows that the ancestral questions explored in the exhibition continue to 
inspire the great artists of our own day, as they confront themes directly related 
to the human consciousness.  
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The curator of this exhibition, conceived and produced by the Musée du quai 
Branly of Paris and organised by ”la Caixa” Foundation in cooperation with the 
Kunst-und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Bonn, 
Germany), is Jean de Loisy, president of the Palais de Tokyo (Paris), with the 
assistance of Sandra Adam Couralet, whilst the assistant curator is Nanette 
Jacomijn Snoep, head of the Heritage Unit of the History Collections at the 
Musée du Quai Branly. 
 
Masters of Chaos opens with the work Vitrine Murale (Goya), by Thomas 
Hirschhorn, which gives the visitor an initial idea about disorder in the world. 
The exhibition is structured around three main themes: chaos in the world; 
mastering chaos; and catharsis. The installations by the present-day artists 
selected (Thomas Hirschhorn, Annette Messager, Antoni Tàpies, Joseph 
Beuys, etc), which make signs and behaviours from which we thought we had 
freed ourselves “legible” in contemporary language, introduce or illustrate the 
themes explored in the different rooms. 
 
 

EXHIBITION SECTIONS 
 
1. CHAOS IN THE WORLD 
 
Imperfect order 
 
All mythologies and religions recognise the existence of evil. Natural disasters, 
wars, death, suffering, and the way things inevitably fall apart are all symptoms 
of the world’s imperfection. These phenomena point to the impotence of gods 
and religions, which appear unable to protect mankind. 
 
In all cosmologies, gods and demons are engaged in a struggle that goes back 
to the dawn of time. The world is kept in a fragile balance: order and disorder, 
creation and destruction, follow each other in cycles.  
 
Faced by such upheaval, people turn to tutelary deities and surround 
themselves with protective figures. 
 

The forces of chaos 
In most cultures, the collective imagination has given rise to ambivalent, 
transgressive and subversive figures – heroes or gods that differ from other 
deities because of their original impurity. The figure of the “disruptive deity” 
appears in cultures everywhere: from Egypt to Japan, from Greece to Alaska, 
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from Brazil to Benin. Their feats and misdeeds have been the source of many 
traditional and secular stories. In stark contrast to order governed by reason, 
this figure represents the wild and the sacred, unrestrained excess, the blurring 
of rules, movement and the breakdown of social categories – the generative 
chaos that ruptures the status quo. 
 
2. MASTERING CHAOS  
 
Intercessors 
 
To mediate with the figures of chaos, humans have a communication tool at 
their disposal: rituals serve as a way to master natural, personal and social 
imbalances and restore order and harmony. 
In animistic societies, the agents of adversity are beings of another world. The 
intercessor, chosen by powers from that other realm, is a specialist in the 
supernatural who negotiates with subversive forces: distinguished ancestors, 
spirits in diverse forms, anthropomorphic genies, or incarnations of gods. 
Orpheus, for example, crosses the line that separates the world of the living 
from that of the dead. He is a “boundary man” and, as such, an outsider. He 
combines the masculine and the feminine, the human and the animal. To fulfil 
their mission and intercede between opposing poles, intercessors must undergo 
a dangerous learning process, an initiation which, depending on the culture, 
may involve cosmic journeys or the use of psychotropic substances. When an 
intercessor has mastered the forces of the beyond, he is able to cure the sick, 
perform exorcisms, protect, cast spells or counteract them, and make 
predictions about the evils that cause the misfortunes of individuals and the 
community. 
 
Sacred clowns  
 
These “boundary men”, who are in contact with the beyond, include the sacred 
clowns found in various traditions around the world. The role of these ritual fools 
is to make visible what is censored, rejected and repressed by society. They 
respect nothing and nobody, and their appearance in the most solemn 
ceremonies usually provokes outrage. The most provocative aspects of their 
behaviour revolve around sexuality: they appear half-naked, exhibit phalluses 
and open vulvas, and simulate sex acts. These ceremonial clowns are 
reminiscent of mythical ascetics, outsider figures that feature in many traditions, 
such as the Qalandars in Iran, orthodox holy fools, or the Egyptian genie-god 
Bes. Despite looking like circus performers, they are in contact with divinity and 
often prove to be powerful exorcists and diviners whose powers provoke fear 
among men. 
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Initiation 
The spirits choose intercessors and subject them to a long and painful process 
of initiation that involves living in dangerous proximity to the sacred. The wilder 
the spirits, the greater their violence, unpredictability and propensity to generate 
chaos. The greater the dangers the intercessor must face, the greater his 
powers will be. The purpose of initiation is to learn self-control and to bring forth 
“another” personality. The ability of the future shaman, sorcerer, healer or 
diviner to communicate with the spirits and travel between the two worlds 
depends on this initiation process. To master cosmic chaos, the intercessor 
must first control his own inner turmoil. 
 
Cosmic journeys 
Magical flights; rituals of ascension via a ladder, a cosmic tree, or a pole; 
ecstatic experiences of levitation; journeys under the sea on a fish, underground 
with an ant, or on the back of a flying animal – the masters of chaos specialise 
in the difficult task of crossing the spatial abyss that separates the land of men 
from the world of spirits. 
 
Psychonauts  
A psychonaut is someone who explores the psyche with the help of 
psychoactive plants that alter perception and open the way to other worlds. 
Their altered state of consciousness enables them to speak with spirits, gain 
knowledge of plants and animals, and undergo various metamorphoses. These 
ancient practices are currently enjoying a renaissance thanks to contemporary 
interest in shamanism, associated with the New Age movement, and the use of 
traditional psychotropic substances such as ayahuasca, peyote and iboga. 
 
Spirit helpers 
Spirit helpers guide the intercessor, showing him the routes to follow in other-
worldly regions, warn him of dangers, and help him in his struggle against 
hostile forces. An intercessor is introduced to his guardian spirits when he is 
chosen, and may have a number of them; those with many helpers are 
considered stronger. The spirits act as their owner’s benefactors or servants. 
The intercessor forges a bond with the spirits that has a marked sexual 
connotation. In some cases he may even become their “spouse”. In the 
shamanic session, the intercessor takes possession of the spirit helper. This 
involves more than just simulating the spirit helper’s behaviour. The intercessor 
identifies with the spirit, takes on its powers, and turns into it; the shaman 
becomes a wild being. The spirit helper acts as a psychopomp, accompanying 
the shaman on his cosmic journey. Spirits may take the form of an animal (a 
deer, hare, bear, eagle, fish, etc) or be spirits of nature (of the forests, the land, 
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or a plant). The transfer is materialised and made visible in the accessories of 
the shaman’s costume. 
 
Flight 
The shaman sheds his human condition and travels to the world of spirits in the 
phenomenon of mystic flight. His ascent, or his descent to the realm of 
shadows, is undertaken for the good of the community. Such journeys allow the 
intercessor to negotiate with heavenly or underground spirits. This room 
features some of the vehicles used by these cosmic travellers: seats, Mapuche 
shamans’ tree trunk ladders, Buryat horse-headed sticks from Siberia, drums, 
etc. 
 
Metamorphosis  
The masters of chaos practise a theatrical art that finds its highest expression in 
metamorphosis. In some regions, to travel, hunt or cure the sick, shamans must 
transform themselves into animals. Zoomorphism plays a key role in many 
primitive societies, which challenge the division of living beings into different 
realms. Chanting, music, psychotropic substances, masks or simple 
concentration serve to open up the shaman’s body to another world. His animal 
trappings and are not just a costume: they reflect the intercessor’s ability to gain 
access to the spirit world. There are different types of metamorphosis. The 
intercessor may turn into a bird, an otter, a bat, a jaguar, an owl, a mosquito or 
any other creature.  
 
Power objects  
Death, disease, natural disasters and the violence perpetrated by men are at 
the root of many ritual practices, in which initiates use a variety of objects that 
serve as repositories for power. These are fragile, commonplace, unstable or 
residual materials in which hidden forces are concentrated. Secrecy enhances 
their power, creating a bond between those who share the secret and keeping 
others at a distance. 
 
Tangled webs of rope, small mounds of unclassifiable objects, and 
agglomerations of unidentifiable elements — power objects are the result of 
manipulation performed during rituals; they are constantly evolving and are 
transformed each time they are activated by the priest. Only the initiate, the 
master of chaos, can decipher the message these objects contain. Their force 
comes from the condensation of gestures, words and materials. 
 
Illness 
Illness is one of the manifestations of individual chaos, a reflection of cosmic 
chaos. It reminds us of the transitory nature of the human body and the 
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ambivalence of the other world: often the god who heals is also the god who 
causes disease. Death and disease are as essential as life.  
 
This section features objects that represent the body deformed by various 
afflictions, such as pathological statuettes that show the metamorphoses that 
the body undergoes due to malevolent attacks and the physical marks caused 
by various diseases. Here, too, are votive offerings used to gain favour or give 
thanks for the granting of a wish. They are often intended to fight the disease 
they represent and are the material expression of a plea for protection, an 
offering made to negotiate with the higher powers that control human destiny.  
 
The rituals that surround them make talismans objects of hope and 
transformation. The community assumes responsibility for the individual’s 
illness, increasing the chances of a cure. Annette Messager’s installation, a 
monumental votive offering, represents the flow of blood in a phantasmagorical, 
fragmented body. The artist appropriates what we find terrifying: the inside of 
our own bodies. 
 
Exorcism 
In animistic belief systems, illness can also be the result of negative 
interference by spirits. This is where the notion of exorcism comes into play. 
The task of the exorcist is to locate the source of the chaos in the possessed 
person and drive it out in order to restore the patient to a state of well-being and 
“normality”. 
 
3. CATHARSIS 
 
The suspension of the cosmic order 
The exuberance of celebrations represents the suspension of the order of the 
world, which is based on work and the rhythm of everyday life. These 
explosions and excesses, often seasonal, are essential for the renewal of 
nature and society. The world is rejuvenated. The sacred, which deteriorates as 
a result of atonement and taboos, becomes bearable again thanks to these 
outbursts. 
This process of catharsis (in Greek κάθαρσις, meaning purification) is a profane 
way to purify the passions through their representation. Bacchanalia, feasts of 
fools in France, and carnivals give free rein to the expression of impulses. They 
are occasions for social inversion, when mockery and laughter upset social and 
political hierarchies. They evoke an upside down world, a universe where chaos 
reigns. 
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The “musicated” 
The trance state is a sacrificial time in which the animalised body of the 
possessed individual is offered up to the other world, undergoing a 
metamorphosis or embodying fragments of a collective myth. Music is an 
essential element in these choreographies of chaos, which seek to free the 
body. Trance is not just a hysterical impulse. Controlled from start to finish, it 
serves a social function: frenetic dancing is a cathartic act. 
 
 
Bacchanalia 
Occasions marked by collective excess are a deeply rooted tradition. They are 
often linked to the ritual commemoration of mythical events the community 
wishes to keep alive in its memory. Bacchanalia are rituals associated with 
Dionysus, the God who would take Apollo’s place when he was absent during 
the winter solstice and darkness dominated the world. Their celebration, of vital 
importance in theology, gives rise to the division of the human year and to 
divine cycles: one devoted to Apollo, the other to Dionysus, the usurper. The 
bacchanalia of ancient times included dramatic performances and literary 
contests, but the main emphasis was on the frenzied dancing of the Bacchae, 
riotous parades, orgies, ecstatic rites, processions featuring giant phalluses, 
and the imbibing of wine. All these elements are illustrated on vases and 
ancient reliefs.  
 
Profane spells: contemporary art 
Laughter and disguise are forms of transgression that make it possible to break 
social norms. Like the civilising heroes of archaic societies, artists, our 
indispensable subversives, help make the burden of these norms more 
bearable. Madness and immaturity, carnival jesters and metaphysical clowns, 
the breaking of rules, outrages and bodily excesses – all these elements come 
together in this room devoted to profane spells, created by Arnaud Labelle-
Rojoux.  
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ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE EXHIBITION  
 
INAUGURAL LECTURE: THE POWER OF OBJECTS 

Tuesday, February 5, at 7 pm 
By Jean de Loisy , exhibition curator 

 
 
LECTURE SEASON: ORDER AND CHAOS  

Norm and transgression in human cultures and the ar ts 
3- 29 April 2013. 
Coordinated by: José Jiménez , professor of Aesthetics and Art Theory at the 
University of Madrid in Alcalá de Henares  
Price per lecture: €4 (50% discount for ”la Caixa” customers). Places limited. 
 
Human beings need to structure their lives, both individually and socially, 
according to criteria of order, providing stability and continuity in their 
experience of the world. However, to prevent it from becoming an asphyxiating 
barrier and to enable the dynamic element that life requires, this stability also 
requires release points, lines of escape that give rein to disorder, transgression. 
In line with this theory, we will trace a course between these two alternative 
forces, order and chaos, in the experience of human life as reconstructed by 
cultural anthropology, in the knowledge of the cosmos embodied in scientific 
thought, as well as in the different arts.  
 
Order and chaos in anthropological theory 
Ubaldo Martínez Veiga, professor of Anthropology at UNED 
Wednesday, April 3 I 7.30 pm 
 
Creative chaos  
Jorge Wagensberg, scientific director at ”la Caixa” Foundation 
Monday, April 8 I 7.30 pm 
 
Shamanism and modern art 
Guillermo Solana, artistic director at the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum 
Wednesday, April 10 I 7.30 pm 
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Theatre as the return to transgression 
Ignacio Amestoy, playwright and teacher at the Royal College of Dramatic Art 
Monday, April 15 I 7.30 pm 
 
Isn’t order transgressive? Some questions from the world of music 
Alfredo Aracil, composer and university professor of Music 
Monday, April 22 I 7.30 pm 
 
Recantation and anxiety in the evolution of literat ure 
Antonio García Berrio, professor of Literary Theory and Comparative Literature 
at the University of Madrid in Alcalá de Henares 
Monday, April 29 I 7.30 pm 
 
 
GUIDED TOURS OF THE EXHIBITION 
 
Guided tours for the general public 

Monday and Wednesday, at 7 pm 
Tuesday and Thursday, at 1 pm 
Friday, at 6 pm 
Saturday, Sunday and holidays, at 12 noon and 7 pm 
Price per person: €3 (50% discount for ”la Caixa” customers) 
 

 
COFFEE-CONVERSATION WITH THE ARTS 
ACTIVITIES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS  
Wednesdays (February 13 - May 19) at 5 pm 
 
The “Coffee-conversation with the arts” provides an opportunity to enjoy the 
exhibitions in a different way. This two-hour activity is designed for a calm, 
peaceful visit allowing each group to take a closer look at whatever interests 
them most. Afterwards, we can share our impressions in a relaxed conversation 
over a coffee. 
 
Activity for people over the age of 60. Time: 5 pm 
Length: 2 hours. Advance booking on tel. 91 330 73 00  
Price per session: €4 (50% discount for ”la Caixa” customers). Places limited 
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Masters of Chaos:  
Artists and Shamans  

 
6 February - 19 May 2013 

 
 
Times 
Monday to Sunday, from 10 am to 8 
pm 
December 24 and 31, closed in the 
afternoon 
December 25 and January 1 and 6, 
closed 
 
CaixaForum Madrid 
Paseo del Prado, 36 
28014 Madrid 
 
 
 
 

Visitor information 
91 330 73 00 
 
 
Information  service  
”la Caixa” Foundation 
Tel. 902 223 040  
Monday to Sunday, from 9 am to 8 
pm 
www.lacaixa.es/obrasocial 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Further information: 
”la Caixa” Foundation Communication Department 
Juan A. García : 608 21 30 95 / jagarcia@fundacionlacaixa.es 
Jesús N. Arroyo : 934 046 131 / 629 791 296 / jnarroyo@fundaciolacaixa.es 
http://www.lacaixa.es/obrasocial 
 
Multimedia Press Room 
http://prensa.lacaixa.es/obrasocial/ 


